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      	Phoenix  Metric Cycles 
            & Phoenix Bikers are here 

            to help you find the ride of your dreams.

            Here you will find information and links 
              to 

              most of 
              of the Metric 
            motorcycle dealers 

            and events in the Phoenix valley
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      	Welcome to the new Metric Motorcycle site for the Phoenix Valley area.  
            Please feel free to use this web site to help 

            find information about 
            motorcycles, dealers and events and more 
            fun stuff for the motorcycle community.
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	 Checkout 
                   - Motorcycle Test Drive at www.motorcycletestdrive.com

                  Reviews for the most popular motorcycles 
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              Go to Rock Point Reservations 
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                      Russ Brown Motorcycle  Attorneys

                      Motorcycle Accident Attorneys Arizona

                      1 800-4-BIKERS or 1-800-424-5377

                      Motorcycle lawyer Russ Brown has been the 

                      preferred motorcycle personal injury  attorney 

                      serving Arizona and the National motorcycling community nationwide since 1975.
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              	[image: Beau's Crates]	Beau's Crates - On Site Crating Service

                      Going Somewhere? Don't Wanna Ride there.

                        Crate it and ship it anywhere - out of state or out of the Country.

                    Free Estaimates - Over 20 years rating and Pckaging Expertise - 

                      Re-ueable trade show crates - 
                      Overseas containers - custom skids and Pallets - 

                      Slat or solid wood crates - 
                      Moisture resistant packaging

	If you have it, we can crate it - Call roger at 480 966-3630 (FLYER)
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